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Subject: Contract NAS9-13304 Monthly Progress Report for the Period
of 1 June - 30 June, 1973.
General
Efforts this period have been devoted to the development of mathematical
models for processing the S-193 radar altimeter data.
Problem Areas
No administrative problem areas were encounted this period.
Investigation Results
Models for correcting sample and hold bias offset were completed along
with the processing for determining IF signal-to-noise ratio. Work continues
0
on sample-and-hold realignment, mean return waveform reconstruction and a -
computation. Temperature dependent system nonlinearities have been encounter-
ed which may impact on the derivation of ao from altimeter data, however, more
detailed study is required on this problem. Tentative results also indicate
inordinately long averaging times for the altitude data in order to stay
within the confidence bounds set by the data quantizer.
Next Period Efforts
Efforts will continue toward developing the necessary mathematical
models for processing of the altimeter data.
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Travel Summary and Plans
No trips were taken this month and none are anticipated for the next
period.
Financial Management Report
A financial report for this period is included as Appendix A.
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